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ABSTRACT
Within the past five years, the anti-fracking movement has emerged from relative obscurity to dramatically shift the social and political dialogue surrounding hydraulic fracturing. The extensive body of framing literature suggests that collective action frames play an
important role in building social movements such as the one against fracking. While many
scholars have studied the types and utility of collective action frames, few have investigated
the role of the intended audience in creating them. This study finds that the relationship
between the organization and the audiences it targets is an essential piece of the frame
creation process, and by extension, an integral part of the anti-fracking movement. Examination of recent history preceding the movement reveals events that were necessary
but not sufficient to coalesce people around the anti-fracking cause. Through ethnographic
research at an environmental organization and interviews with those who work with other
groups involved in the anti-fracking debate, I establish a theory about how these organizations develop the framing techniques that influence public understanding of fracking.
I propose a frame creation process that outlines the relationship between three components: backstage strategizing, front stage testing grounds, and front stage official messages.

I

I. THE FRACKING DEBATE
n towns all over America, residents receive offers
from oil and gas companies that want the right
to extract fossil fuels from below their property.
Within the past five years, innovations in the process
of hydraulic fracturing—or “fracking,” as it is popularly known—have made it economically feasible to
extract oil and gas that was once considered irretrievable. As a result, modern day boomtowns have sprung
up in rural and suburban areas across the country.
State and local governments, oil and gas companies,
and private landowners have reaped considerable financial rewards since the proliferation of fracking.
Despite this economic windfall, fracking is surrounded by controversy.
The process of hydraulic fracturing involves
drilling horizontally through layers of rock—usually
shale—that contain pockets of oil and gas. Once the
well is drilled, a cocktail of brackish water and chemicals is pumped below the earth’s surface to cause fractures within the shale, thus freeing the oil and gas
to be retrieved. Beginning approximately five to six
years ago, reports started to surface about complica-

tions near newly fracked sites. People complained of
contaminated water wells, land, and air that resulted
in a host of negative health effects and diminished
property values. In response, environmental groups
joined the growing chorus of people who wanted to
end fracking.
The debate surrounding fracking has become increasingly heated in recent years. At the core of this
debate are two groups with competing interests vying
for social and political power. On one side are those
who champion the benefits of harnessing trillions of
dollars worth of oil and natural gas accessible thanks
to recent technological advances. On the other side
are those who worry about the adverse effects to the
environment, to property values, and to the health of
those living in proximity to fracking sites. With the
stakes high on both sides, groups have begun mobilizing to make their messages heard.
In this paper, I examine the methods through
which anti-fracking organizations attempt to make
people feel compelled to join the cause. I begin by
outlining recent historical events that provided the
foundation for the anti-fracking movement. I argue
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that these elements were necessary but not sufficient
to incite an organized social movement against fracking. Data I collected through ethnographic research
at a New York City area environmental organization
and interviews with employees of other local groups
involved in the anti-fracking movement suggests that
these organizations learn to cater their messages to
target audiences through a common frame creation
process. Through this frame creation process, organizations have been able to adapt anti-fracking messages
that resonate with their desired audiences, thus propelling the movement forward. I define details of the
frame creation process and outline the frames used by
the organization where I conducted an ethnographic
study.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Collective Action Frames
In an effort to persuade people to mobilize for
a cause, organizations explain facts in ways that emphasize certain aspects and encourage particular reactions. In their article, Framing Processes and Social
Movements, Benford and Snow refer to the strategic
presentation of messages as “framing.”1 Framing activities that seek to inspire collective action of those
who hear their messages are referred to as “collective
action frames.”
Though members are not always conscious of the
frame creation processes within their organizations,
the framing techniques they employ are no accident.
They are a deliberate attempt to shape a listener’s ideas
about an issue so that they will take action. “Frames
are developed to achieve a specific purpose—to recruit new members, to mobilize adherents, to acquire
resources, and so forth,” which are all central activities
to any organization.2 The potential payoff of effective
frames gives organizations a strong incentive to spend
time and energy to construct the most compelling
frames possible.
Anti-fracking organizations, like many social
movement organizations, often use the “injustice
frame,” which identifies victims and “amplifies their
victimization” to convey their messages.3 Most commonly, fracking-caused contamination of common
resources is presented as the injustice, and people and
animals who risk illness when they come into contact
with the contamination are the victims. Variations on
this frame have proven to be an effective method for
mobilizing people for the anti-fracking cause.
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As organizations have gathered more information about the threat posed from byproducts of fracking, they have been able to expand their repertoire of
frames. This is because new research into the ill effects
of fracking creates a wider array of issues that can
be “plausibly connected to one another,” something
Gerhards and Rucht recognize as being key to reaching more people.4 They explain that the “larger the
range of problems covered by a frame, the larger the
range of social groups that can be addressed with the
frame and the greater the mobilization capacity of the
frame.”5 Anti-fracking organizations have been diligent in ensuring that they capitalize on the widening
range of framing possibilities by tying together new
scientific research and stories of contamination in a
host of ways, each one catered to an audience they
want to mobilize.
There has been exhaustive research attention directed to the types of frames utilized by organizations,
but there has been little, if any, research into the processes by which these frames are created. Given the
ubiquity of collective action frames, it is worth exploring how they come to be. Though “it has long been
taken as a given in communication studies that the
target of the message can affect the form and content
of the message,” research on such “audience effects,”
which seem to be a vital component in anti-fracking
frame creation, is also sparse.6 To this end, Benford
and Snow suggest that, “the dynamic relationship
between collective action frames and audiences warrants additional analytical attention from movement
researchers.”7
Framing Contests
“Framing contests” occur when organizations
and their detractors create competing frames as a
means of discrediting the other. Much of the work on
framing contests describes them in an inter-organizational context at a movement-wide level.8 However,
in her 2008 work, Framing Contests: Strategy Making
Under Uncertainty, Sarah Kaplan expands the understanding of framing contests by examining them
at the intra-organizational level. To understand how
they affect outcomes within the organization, she explores the “political process by which one frame rather than another comes to predominate and the ways
these frames influence strategy making.” She suggests
that actors within an organization try to “transform
their own cognitive frames into the organization’s pre-
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dominant frames through their daily interactions.”
In much the same way that organizations attempt to
make their frames resonate with a specific audience in
order to bring about a desired outcome, individual actors within an organization attempt to legitimate their
frames as a method to gain authority within the strategic decision making process.
In contrast to other social movements, “frame
resonance disputes” are conspicuously absent from
the anti-fracking movement. 9 Such disputes occur
when organizations publicly disagree on “how reality should be presented so as to maximize mobilization” around a cause.10 At the movement level, anti-fracking organizations actively debate the merits
of policy approaches to end fracking, but I found no
evidence of frame resonance disputes. Activists in the
anti-fracking movement seem to welcome any effective strategies for recruiting participants, regardless of
whether the techniques align with the methods their
organization pursues. This suggests that the framing
contests within the anti-fracking movement occur at
an intra-organizational level. Thus, Kaplan’s understanding of framing contests within organizations
aligns with the findings of my ethnographic and interview research, which suggest that the proliferation of
certain collective action frames is the result of framing
contests within anti-fracking organizations—not at a
movement level.
Front stages and backstages
In outlining the framing process employed by
organizations, I build on Erving Goffman’s theories of
front stage and backstage.11 The act of employing a
frame would be akin to members of the organization
adjusting their behavior to adapt to varying front stage
environments before unique audiences. The work that
goes into determining which frames are most relevant and advantageous in a given situation would be
understood as happening backstage. Employees and
volunteers carry out the business of the organization
in all arenas. They are the faces that teach classes at
elementary schools, present findings to politicians,
give lectures to community members, and strike up
conversations at an event. They are also the ones who
analyze their interactions with the people they meet,
decide how a website should be constructed, choose
advertising and media messages, allocate funds, and
outline organizational objectives. The organization itself is the product of their combined efforts.

III. ETHNOGRAPHIC AND INTERVIEW RESEARCH
Ethnographic Study of Environmental Organization
The environmental organization where I conducted my research is located near Manhattan. The
stated objective of the organization is to present scientific data about health effects of environmental toxins to legislators and the public in a way that is easily
understandable. In doing so, the organization hopes
to affect legislative and behavioral change. In practice,
the nine employees spend their days orchestrating
projects aimed at increasing awareness about environmental issues, raising funds, and recruiting volunteers. Each project highlights one of a handful of
causes—such as anti-fracking, dangers of lawn pesticides, or nutrition—presented in a way that resonates
with a specific audience.
While conducting my site visits, I often sat at the
reception desk or at one of the administrative desks
behind it. This central location afforded me the opportunity to easily hear conversations—and when appropriate join them or ask questions about what I had
easily overheard—in the reception area, a director’s
office, and the break area. While in the reception area,
I used a participant-observation research approach,
sometimes just listening to what happened around me
and other times engaging in one-on-one and group
conversations.
On the occasions when I was not in the reception
area, I edited podcasts in the recording studio located
down a hallway adjacent to the break room. The relative isolation of the recording studio from the goingson in the office provided a good setting for informal
interview situations, especially pertaining to the projects I was editing. For whatever reason—potentially
the private setting, the lack of distractions, hearing
the subject matter of the radio shows, or any combination of these and other factors—both directors of
the organization, Debbi and Dave, seemed the most
free to speak in depth about plans, motivations, and
goals when in the studio. Most of what I learned about
deliberate framing practices came from conversations
conducted here.
Clear patterns emerged in the way that environmental issues were presented to specific audiences.
Given that the group ensures its survival by influencing people to give time and money to support their
causes, this made sense. Tailored messages were communicated on front stages such as marketing materials, radio and television spots, and face-to-face inter107
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actions with potential donors and volunteers. Each
audience received a different front stage performance
by the organization, which was orchestrated with the
intention of making the issue feel personal. The organization carefully executed these activities after formal and informal backstage research, planning, and
strategizing. The result was a series of drastically different frames for the same environmental issues, each
designed to resonate with a specific demographic. My
research outlines several of the most commonly targeted audiences and the logic behind the frames constructed to reach them.
Interviews with Employees of
Organizations in Anti-fracking Movement
Interviews were conducted in January through
March with eight people from anti-fracking organizations not directly affiliated with the one where I conducted fieldwork. The purpose of these interviews was
to ascertain whether findings from site visits could
be generalized to the wider anti-fracking movement
within New York. Questions sought to prompt the interviewees to frame fracking in several different ways
and to explain how their organization determines
which frames to use with whom.12 The results suggest
strong similarities in the process that produces frames
used at environmental organizations.
Five anti-fracking organizations were represented in the interviews. Of those interviewed, six
work at organizations with environmental goals beyond fracking, and two work for an organization
whose sole purpose is to ban fracking. All have offices
within the greater New York City area and have operations that extend throughout New York State, and in
some cases into western Pennsylvania and New Jersey.
The titles of those interviewed varied, but all of them
were in organizing roles that brought them face-toface with the public to some extent. Four interviewees spent the majority of their time interacting with
the public in canvasser-type positions. The remaining
four worked in their organization’s New York City office but regularly attended events (usually more than
one per week) where they interacted with volunteers,
members, and the general public.
IV. FOUNDATION FOR
ANTI-FRACKING MOVEMENT
The Rise of a Movement
Just five years ago, few people knew anything
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about hydraulic fracturing. Though the technique had
been used in isolated cases in Texas beginning in the
late 1990s and more widely by the mid-2000s, it attracted little attention.13 In 2004, oil and gas companies began testing the process on the Marcellus Shale
formation in Pennsylvania, and just four years later,
the state was experiencing the beginnings of an oil
boom.14 The implementation of fracking has created
similar oil and gas booms around the country. States
like Texas, Oklahoma, North Dakota, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Colorado, each with very different histories
of oil and gas extraction, have seen their economies
boosted by revenues generated through fracking.15

Despite the potential for huge financial gain, the
number of fracking detractors has been steadily growing. Groups opposed to fracking have sought legislative action against the practice, and, in a few instances,
they have proven successful. In 2008, New York became the first American state to institute a moratorium on fracking, which remains in effect; in 2011,
France became the first country to ban the practice.
It is clear that a national ban on fracking is unlikely in
the United States any time soon, but anti-fracking organizations have been diligently pursuing regulatory
changes at state and local levels. Newspaper searches
of “hydraulic fracturing” reveal countless efforts to
halt fracking in towns and states across America.
From Sustainability Issue to Public Health Threat
According to several people I interviewed, the
argument against fracking is much different today
than it was when the practice first came to the attention of environmentalists. Alan, a regional director at
an environmental organization with several national
chapters, recalled when he first heard about hydraulic
fracturing while working as an environmental lobbyist in Colorado.16 A colleague of his explained that
petroleum companies had developed a new technique
to extract oil and gas that would allow access to previously irretrievable fuel. At this point, the case against
fracking was framed in the same manner as the one
against conventional oil drilling. Alan’s colleague’s primary worry was that a new trove of fossil fuel would
further America’s dependence on it while lessening the incentive to produce clean renewable energy.
When understood as just another method on the long
list of fuel extraction techniques, fracking provided
a limited number of reasonable framing options and
failed to garner much attention.
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All of this changed when people near fracking
sites started to get sick. By 2009, there were isolated
reports of townspeople with ailments such as digestive
troubles, skin lesions, headaches, and unexplained
neuropathy that seemed to be related to the fracking
process. Landowners near fracking sites alleged that
fracking on or near their property caused methane to
seep into their homes, gas to bubble from the ground,
and wells to became contaminated. Beyond the potential to cause illness, such mishaps threatened landowners’ livelihoods by jeopardizing their most valuable investment: their property.17
Newly discovered negative consequences of
fracking dramatically increased the number of frames
that could be used to make a reasonable case against it.
As Gerhards and Rucht theorize, the increased number of framing possibilities led more groups to mobilize for the cause.18 Fracking was no longer simply an
issue of fossil fuel dependence; it could also be framed
as an issue about public health, property protection,
and environmental injustice. As such, the issue resonated even with those who would not identify themselves as environmentalists.
Several people I interviewed recalled learning
about the fracking-related problems in rural Pennsylvania, which became widely known within the New
York City environmental community. Sue, a volunteer
coordinator at an environmental organization in New
York City, explained the mood when residents of upstate New York began receiving visits from gas company representatives about leasing their mineral rights
and fracking on their land. “People started hearing
about all this crazy stuff happening in Pennsylvania,
and when people realized it could happen in New
York, too…that’s when they really wanted to do something about it.” As the facts about fracking changed,
environmentalists scrambled to capture a wider audience with an anti-fracking message.
The June 2008 moratorium on fracking in New
York State gave anti-fracking activists their first major political win. By all accounts of interviewees, this
victory energized and galvanized the anti-fracking
movement. It became the movement’s goal to convince lawmakers to keep the moratorium in place and
eventually ban fracking in New York, something that
would require broader public support. The pieces of
compelling arguments against fracking were there,
but three people I interviewed expressed the sentiment that at this point, environmental groups were

still struggling to create a poignant message.
Gasland
Amidst accelerated fracking in Pennsylvania
during 2009, a documentary filmmaker named Josh
Fox created what is widely acknowledged as the most
important piece of anti-fracking media to date. In it,
Fox travels the country and interviews people who
have experienced negative effects following fracking
in their area. The documentary is filled with images
of contaminated water from wells, people who report
a host of health issues, citizens who feel betrayed by
government agencies, scientists who explain the danger of chemicals used in fracking, and perhaps most
famously, faucets that produce flammable water. The
documentary unabashedly opposes fracking and uses
injustice frames to depict its dangers.
The manner in which Fox presented the narratives of environmental injustice and potential ill
health effects of fracking served as a template for
how to effectively frame the anti-fracking argument.
Within weeks of the movie’s release, Gasland screening parties became a staple in the outreach efforts of
many anti-fracking organizations. These events initially served as a means to excite existing members of
the organizations, but soon became a way to introduce
the anti-fracking message to people who may not have
been familiar with it. Each interviewee had attended
at least one, if not several, Gasland screenings and recalled the consistency with which the movie resonated
with those who watched it. By many accounts, these
screenings were one of the most reliable ways to produce the desired results: people who were concerned
enough to give time and money. As such, they were
often the first events an organization would host when
it moved outreach efforts to a new area.
From Opportunity to Action
Though Gasland was an essential piece of the
anti-fracking movement, a documentary alone is not
enough to mobilize people. The many preexisting organizations that brought with them a framework to
facilitate immediate action made the process of mobilizing people more expeditious than it may have
otherwise been. Because they already had the pieces
in place to distribute such a message—donors and
volunteers sympathetic to such causes, infrastructure
in different communities, and experience in mobilizing people—groups were able to orchestrate screen109
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ing parties soon after the movie’s release. As environmentalists, they saw fracking as an egregious threat to
land, water, air, and those who inhabit it. On several
occasions Debbi, a lifelong environmentalist and director of the organization where I conducted fieldwork, described fracking as, “the worst environmental
issue we’ve ever seen.” Her passionate attitude toward
fracking provided a powerful motivation to put her
organization behind fighting the practice.
By hosting Gasland viewings early in the mobilization effort in a new town, organizers received clues
about what these people valued—information that
hinted at which framing techniques might be successful. As Tom, a canvasser and organizer, explained, this
was invaluable because the most difficult task when
working in a new area was to determine which messages would resonate with the unfamiliar audience.
Framing techniques that worked in one town would
often not be convincing to people in the next town
over. In listening to comments, answering questions,
and eavesdropping on conversations between neighbors in an informal environment, organizers gained
vital information about their target audience.
V. THE FRAMING PROCESS
Over the course of my site visits, it became
clear that employees at the environmental organization catered their messages to the audience they were
trying to reach. Each time an issue was explained, it
took on a slightly new character. Distinct patterns
eventually emerged as to how issues were explained—
or framed—to certain demographics. Similar tactics
were explained when interviewees discussed the approaches used by their respective organizations to
target specific groups of people. Each organization, it
seemed, catered their messages to the types of people
they wanted to reach, in essence, performing differently for each audience.
The actions of those at the organization where I
conducted my field research often suggested that they
recognize the vital importance of carefully orchestrated framing strategies. In a particularly revealing
exchange that occurred in front of four other employees and myself, Dave expresses his determination to
maintain total control over the official messages of the
organization. Though Dave and Debbi believe it is important for large donors to feel that they are a part of
the organization, they are careful to draw lines. Do110

nors should feel that they are a part of decisions without actually being a part of them.
This distinction was brought to light when Sarah,
the policy administrator, asked Dave if she should send
a copy of a legislative proposal to an interested donor
for suggestions before their meeting that afternoon.
Upon hearing this, Dave abandoned his retreat to his
office and went to her desk to explain why that was
a terrible idea. He started by exclaiming, “You never
want to ask for people’s input because they’ll give it
to you, and then you have to use it!” He went on to
clarify that if the donors’ opinions differed from where
he wanted the project to go, it could lead to “awkward
situations.” Dave wanted to avoid a circumstance
where he would have to tell a donor “thanks, but no
thanks” for his or her ideas. Even donors who give tens
of thousands of dollars per year that pay salaries and
fund projects have minimal input into the frame creation process. Their input is always heard, and suggestions are often utilized; but they do not have a definitive say in the strategies that are employed.
Dave’s reaction to Sarah’s desire to solicit donor
input before an important meeting elucidates the importance placed on having control over frames used
by the organization. The content of the legislative proposal presented issues through carefully orchestrated
frames that would be most compelling to lawmakers.
The process that led to choosing how the issues would
be presented was the product of years of front stage
testing, countless meetings, and hours of painstaking
rewording and reorganizing of ideas. It is not surprising, then, that Dave did not want to risk losing control
of the legislative proposal in the final moments before
a meeting. The ability of the organization to achieve its
objectives could be greatly influenced by the performance of the proposal, and its contents would not be
determined on a whim.
Goals of the Performances
Those who work within anti-fracking organizations have very targeted goals when they connect
with people. Their objectives are at least threefold in
each encounter: increasing awareness, raising funds,
and recruiting volunteers. In every interaction, they
seek to make environmental issues personally relevant
to their target audience, so that people will act. Exchanges that do not result in action do not benefit the
organization. They need volunteers to execute their
objectives, money to fund their projects, and help to
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increase awareness of the issues in order to shift public
opinion.
The goal of increasing awareness might not
obviously suggest action, but within the organization
where I conducted fieldwork, it does. Every message
they communicate about environmental contaminants has intertwined within it a simple action that
one can take to avoid it. Organizations seek to increase
awareness about environmental risks, their likely outcomes, and their simple solutions. Benford and Snow
would recognize these as examples of diagnostic,
prognostic, and motivational framing.19 In diagnosing a problem, giving a prognosis for its outcome,
and suggesting simple preventative solutions, the organizations seek to motivate action. The campaign
about BPA in plastics pursued by the group where I
conducted field research shows these framing goals
in practice. In their outreach efforts, they first isolate
BPA as a problem, and then explain the endocrine and
hormonal disruptions associated with repeated exposure. Next, they outline how this risk can be avoided
by not putting hot food in plastic containers; and finally, they encourage people to tell their loved ones
about BPA. The organization does not merely seek to
inform those they reach; they hope to compel people
to change their behavior and then tell their friends
and family about it, too. Interviewees described similar approaches to intersecting awareness of the issues
with action at their respective organizations.
Frame Creation Process
In conducting my fieldwork, it became clear
that the framing patterns deployed at each organization were no accident. They came about through an
informal process that encouraged successful frames to
proliferate and unsuccessful ones to cease. Being on
site allowed me to witness the way that casual conversations about interactions with the public actually
served as information exchanges about framing techniques that had been more or less successful with a
certain demographic. Over time it became apparent
that these exchanges were what led to shifts in framing
strategies.
Within the organization where I conducted fieldwork, Debbi and Dave have the final say about what
messages go into their marketing and media campaigns. Their decisions are informed by not only their
own, but also their employees’, experiences in talking
to people face-to-face. In practice, they give a high pri-

ority to acquiring this information. In every meeting I
witnessed between Debbi, Dave, and their fieldworkers, there was a portion dedicated to what seemed like
informal small talk about how things were going. But
this outwardly casual conversation was actually an integral part of the decision making process at the highest levels of the organization. Once there were consistent reports that a frame had convinced people to join
the organization’s efforts, it gained credibility within
the organization and began to be employed more
broadly. The information learned during such conversations was often later referenced when making more
formal strategic decisions about marketing and media
messaging.
This process is outlined in Figure 1. It shows
the cyclical relationship between backstage strategizing and the front stage testing ground. In backstage
strategizing, employees of the organization generate
ideas that are then implemented in the front stage
testing ground, where employees interact one-on-one
with those they are trying to persuade with their anti-fracking message. While engaged in these interactions, the environmentalists gain insight into the nuanced differences between framing strategies that are
successful and those that are not. This information is
then brought back to colleagues at the organization,
who also share their experiences. As the colleagues
converse, they parse through ideas and opinions
about what went well, what could have gone better,
and how they might more persuasively present their
anti-fracking message to the desired audience. These
ideas are then brought back to the field where they
are tested. This cycle of information exchange continues until frames prove to be consistently successful.
At this point, the frames are deployed as official front
stage messages of the organization in advertising campaigns, speeches given at large events, and interviews
given to medial outlets.
Front stage Testing Ground
One-on-one interactions between members of
the environmental organizations and those they target with their anti-fracking message play a central
role in frame creation. Such contact commonly happens within the context of canvassing efforts on street
corners, while going door-to-door in a neighborhood,
during conversations with event attendees, and while
talking to local business owners, to name a few examples. In these scenarios, employees act on behalf of
111
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Backstage Strategizing

Frontstage Testing Ground

s )NTERNAL FRAMING CONTESTS
s &RAME DEVELOPMENT
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s ,EARNING THROUGH INTERACTIONS
s 4ESTING AND REFINING MESSAGES

Frontstage Official Messages
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s !DVERTISING RADIO WEBSITE
SIGNAGE EVENTS

Figure 1: the frame creation process

the environmental organizations as they carry out the
business of persuading people.20 While engaging with
their audience, the environmentalists are keenly aware
of their role as a representative of the organization and
are constantly adjusting their behavior in an attempt
to win over those with whom they speak. If we imagine the interactions in terms of Goffman’s front- and
backstages, these would be understood as the organization’s front stage performances for individual members of the audience it seeks to influence.
When initially asked about how they chose to
frame issues for certain audiences, most interviewees
acted as if it was simply a matter of common sense.
Tom, a canvasser and organizer, explained a sentiment I heard repeatedly when I asked interviewees
how they decided which approach to take with certain
types of people. He explained, “It’s pretty simple. Everyone has individual self-interests. To make an issue
seem important, you have to speak to whatever those
interests are.” While this seems like a basic rule that
most persuasive people would understand, upon talking further, Tom revealed that learning about these
self-interests was not actually as simple as utilizing
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mere common sense.
He and his colleagues determined the interests of
a group through an informal system of listening, drawing on past experience, learning from trial-and-error,
and discussing their experiences with one another.
Tom explained that when talking to new people, he
would always start by closely listening for cues about
the person’s interests. Based on the cues he registered,
he would employ arguments that people with similar
interests had found compelling in the past. If he found
that a particular rationale resonated, he would try to
use it again when he came across another person with
shared characteristics. He would then discuss his experiences—successes, failures, and surprises—with
colleagues at the organization, often during informal
conversations over dinner or drinks. In exchanging
stories with colleagues, suggestions based on experience would be given about how to adjust messages for
better results. Those suggestions would then be implemented in future one-on-one front stage situations.
The more times a framing strategy was successful, the
more it would be used, until it eventually became a
standard within the organization.
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In essence, the one-on-one interactions with
people served as a front stage testing ground for framing techniques. As representatives of the environmental groups tried to persuade individuals about
the dangers of fracking, they experimented with different persuasive strategies. During these exchanges,
environmentalists represented their organizations to
the constituents with whom they spoke. Because these
exchanges occurred with one person at a time, the
stakes were lower than they would have been during a
speech to a crowd.
By all accounts, no one could accurately predict
which frames would resonate with a certain group of
people. Therefore, it makes sense that organizations
would have a system in place that utilizes low stakes,
real world testing before deploying official messages
to large groups of people. A botched attempt to persuade an individual townsperson about the dangers of
fracking, though disappointing, will not likely disrupt
wider efforts; but a miscalculated town hall address
or radio interview could severely limit the support an
organization receives with a specific group of people.
In order to avoid such setbacks, organizations have
a system of frame testing that depends on a cyclical
exchange of information between official members of
the organization, via backstage interactions, and those
who interact with people face-to-face on front stage
testing grounds.
Though motivations for such a strategy can be
reasoned, there are organizations that approach faceto-face interactions much differently. In Activism,
Inc., Dana Fisher describes a canvassing model employed by many progressive groups that outsources
grassroots organizing efforts.21 Rather than being
members or employees of the organizations they promote, canvassers are outsourced, are expected to stick
to scripts when speaking on behalf of an organization,
and are not asked for input during decision-making
processes. As a result, canvassers often report feeling
disengaged. Such a model stands in stark contrast to
the practices of the anti-fracking organizations I studied where canvassers perform an essential and active
role in the frame creation process.
The front stage official messages of organizations involved in the anti-fracking debate are the
product of framing techniques. These messages explain an element of the anti-fracking cause in a way

that it is compelling to certain groups of people. They
can take many forms but generally share two traits:
they are available to public audiences and they employ
a medium for communication (unlike the direct interaction between two individuals in front stage testing grounds). Traditional forms of advertising—radio
and television commercials, newspaper ads, and billboards—are clear examples. Communications such as
radio interviews, press releases, public speeches, and
webpage content also carry front stage official messages. At this stage, frames that have proven consistently
successful in front stage testing grounds are directed
toward large public audiences.
Front stage official messages by nature necessitate a level of investment from the organization. The
messages deployed are for public consumption and
may be the only interaction many people have with
the organization. Therefore, if the messages do not
precisely execute the goals they seek to accomplish,
the organization risks losing credibility with or making no impact on the audience they want to reach.
The monetary cost often associated with pursuing
front stage official messages also increases their significance. In light of these considerations, it makes
sense that organizations would want to thoroughly
test framing techniques before they are exercised on a
platform where they have greater consequence.
Back stage Framing Contests
Sarah Kaplan’s theory on framing contests says
that actors within an organization attempt to “transform their own cognitive frames into the organization’s predominant collective frames through their
daily interactions,” in order to legitimatize themselves
and their ideas within the organization.22 My research produced countless examples of backstage conversations about experiences in the field that could be
understood as framing contests. These can take place
within informal conversations between employees, in
official meetings in a conference room, or in a myriad
of other interactions within the organizational context. Regardless of the setting, when colleagues discussed their successes, failures, and ideas, they did so
to teach, learn and create effective framing strategies.
In this way, the results of backstage framing contests
inform the strategies deployed on front stage testing
grounds and in front stage official messages.
Cognitive frames of those within an organization
play a central role in Kaplan’s theory. Though she goes
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into detail about how cognitive frames work within
the context of framing contests, she does not explore
mechanisms that create them. Expanding upon Kaplan’s work, the frame creation model proposed in this
paper identifies the front stage testing ground as an
integral element that influences the cognitive frames
activists bring to discussions at their respective organizations.
Environmentalists seem to engage in framing
contests where pieces of frames come together to create a winning frame that is a hybrid of input from
many people. The cyclical relationship between backstage framing contests and front stage testing grounds
could be responsible for this result. Because the framing contest process has so many iterations, even if
one person’s frame “wins” in a specific instance, it is
possible that another person’s frame will prevail in
the next interaction. Thus, the resultant frame would
be a mixture of the two. Such a scenario may create
an atmosphere where there is less political payoff for
bringing in the triumphant frame than there would be
if the framing contests occurred within a large board
meeting attended by several important figures within
the organization.
The possibility also exists that interviewees may
have felt uncomfortable admitting a desire to see their
ideas triumph over their colleagues’, but my observations at the environmental organization support the
idea of framing contests that result in composite strategies. Though Debbi and Dave, as directors of the organization, had the final say in which framing strategies would be used, they actively sought input from
their employees and volunteers. Their criteria for determining which frame to employ weighed the frame’s
demonstrated effectiveness in the field much more
heavily than the position of the person who suggested
it. If the administrative assistant had success using a
frame, it seemed to have the same chance of being
implemented throughout the organization as one contrived by Debbi or Dave. Ultimately, the strategies that
were employed represented pieces of a host of framing
techniques that had proven consistently successful.
VI. FRAMES IN ACTION AT FIELD RESEARCH SITE
Variation in Audiences Sought
by Anti-Fracking Groups
Differences between environmental organizations explain variation in the types of front stage official messages they pursue. Though these organiza114

tions pursue similar goals, they each have their own
methods of reaching them. My findings show that
while many organizations utilize similar framing
practices in their front stage official messages, no two
organizations have an identical set of audiences that
they attempt to reach.23 Many tried to reach similar sympathetic audiences—like mothers with young
children—but none of the organizations targeted the
exact same mix of people. This was likely due to differences in organizational missions, geography, and the
types of people with whom the grassroots organizers
could connect.
Though frames are created through the same
process, the array of experiences in front stage testing
grounds, backstage framing contests, and organizational objectives lead certain frames to take hold within some organizations and not others. By highlighting
the frames used for specific audiences at the environmental organization where I conducted field research,
I hope to draw an image of the types of frames used
within the wider anti-fracking debate.
Framing Audiences
The organization where I conducted my ethnographic research was typical of those involved in the
anti-fracking movement in that it pursues a broad
range of environmental goals beyond just fracking.
And as in other multi-cause organizations, anti-fracking projects have received the majority of the organization’s efforts for the past two to four years. Some of
the forthcoming examples allude to other issues that
the environmental organization pursues, but all audiences have been or will be targeted through a similar
frame with the anti-fracking message.
I found several examples of frames in action
as they are utilized within the organization where I
conducted research. In each of the examples, the organization takes a unique approach to conveying the
message to its intended audience. The proportion of
its efforts that goes toward promoting each frame is
determined by how important its respective audience
is to the organization at a given time and in a given
setting. For example, Dave explained that most of
their website caters to mothers of young children and
community leaders because they are the people who
most commonly visit the site with the intention of taking action. In Dave’s experience, these two groups are
not merely curious passersby; they usually go to the
site to find out how to become involved with the orga-
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nization. Information on the site seeks to strengthen
these interest groups’ commitment to the cause and
hopefully inspire a higher than intended level of involvement.
Donors
As with any nonprofit organization, donors play
the vital role of keeping the operation alive. Employees are deeply aware that their jobs depend upon the
money that donors contribute to the organization and
treat them accordingly. A special effort is made to
make donors who regularly give larger amounts—one
to ten thousand per year, on average—feel that they
are a part of the backstage working process within
the organization. Donors care about the cause and
want to know that their money is being put to good
use, so employees regularly give personalized updates
on projects they may find interesting. These updates
usually come in the form of calls or emails to let the
donors know about upcoming projects and recent
accomplishments. All interactions with donors are
framed in ways that are meant to make them feel like
they have special access to inside information about
the organization’s efforts and that their donations are
being judiciously utilized. Based on my conversations
with interviewees, this approach to interacting with
donors is common among environmental organizations.
The annual fundraising dinner is the organization’s largest event dedicated solely to interacting
with their donors, and it allows the opportunity to deliver tailored front stage official messages directly to
this important group. This year, the event was held in
the formal banquet hall of a country club north of the
city where some of the donors are members. Even in
elaborate surroundings, Debbi and Dave drove home
their front stage message for donors: they are good
stewards of the money they are given. During their
welcoming address, they were careful to highlight that
the organization bore no expense to host the event and
that employees even helped to prepare food so that a
catering company would not have to be hired. All of
this meant that the full one hundred dollars per plate
paid by attendees went toward the organization’s efforts. Upon hearing this, attendees clapped and could
be heard praising the announcement.
Each of the formal presentations at the event
seemed to be intended to make the donors feel like
they had backstage access to the organization’s

planned pursuits. The first presenter discussed how
recent research on links between foods and cancer
would inform a new series of radio shows. The second presenter outlined the not-yet-released findings
from a study on the toxicity of fracking wastewater.
The final presentation showed snippets of never-before-seen video from an upcoming media campaign
centered on interviews with landowners whose land
and water were contaminated by fracking.
When the video concluded, attendees were reminded about an upcoming legislative decision on
fracking and were told that the organization wanted
to run ads featuring the interviews with landowners
in the weeks before the decision. Then they asked for
donations. Within an hour, an announcement was
made that the fundraising goal of thirty thousand dollars had been surpassed, which drew cheers from the
crowd. Beyond that announcement, no other references were made to how much money was raised that
night, but the cheery mood in the banquet hall would
lead one to believe that the employees and donors
were satisfied with the results of the evening.
Mothers of Young Children
Donors aside, the organization spends the
majority of its time and effort trying to reach mothers
of young children. Their interest in information about
environmental contagions, eagerness to donate time
and money to the organization, and their position as
caretakers of a “vulnerable population” (as described
by Dave) makes reaching them a top priority. The organization makes environmental issues personal to
mothers by framing them in terms of what scientific studies suggest about ill health effects in children
who are exposed to certain contagions. Though most
of the referenced studies were not conducted on children—or even on humans at all—the organization
draws linkages between their findings and some facet
of childhood health, safety, or development. For most
mothers, hearing about potential harm to their children is all the convincing they need to feel a personal
threat. Once they conceive of the hazard as personal
and somewhat imminent, then they are more willing
to take some form of action to protect against it.
Several interviewees mentioned a similar approach to communicating with mothers about environmental issues through front stage official messages.
Based on the accounts of two people, the child-centered approach that is so effective with mothers does
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not seem to resonate with fathers. Tom, a canvasser
and organizer, expressed puzzlement about the difference as he recalled how men would hear about potential dangers to their children—even those that were
documented within their community—and would not
react. Yet, when mothers heard about environmental
hazards, especially imminent ones, most would become concerned and often decide to give a donation,
sign a petition, or put a sign in their yard.
Unlike some skeptical audiences, Dave describes mothers as eager for information about how
to protect their children. When explaining why the
organization pursues them, he started by describing
women who have never shown any interest in their
food, “but then as soon as they get pregnant, you see
them in the grocery store aisles reading every label.”
He believes this phase of heightened environmental
awareness in some mothers is one in which the organization should become involved. In his experience,
women who become connected with the organization
while they are pregnant or have young children stay
involved for years.
One way the organization fosters relationships
with mothers is by hosting educational events for children, many of which take place in local public and private preschools and elementary schools. Such events
put children, and in turn their mothers, into contact
with the organization and make it more approachable.
Kelly, the administrative assistant, described this by
saying that instead of being the “person from that environmental group,” she was known as a “person from
my daughter’s school,” which makes her more approachable. I saw this in practice one Wednesday during a CSA pick-up at the office.24 A woman walked
in to collect her box of produce and recognized the
name of the organization from fliers she had seen at
her daughter’s school. She introduced herself to Debbi
and asked if she had taught the lesson that caused the
woman’s daughter to be so excited. Debbi used this opportunity to explain some of the organization’s causes
and projects, all in a frame conducive to this woman’s status as a mother of young children. The woman
seemed genuinely interested in what Debbi had to
say—especially the parts that pertained to child health
and safety—and asked where she could find more information about protecting against toxins and ways to
volunteer. The organization’s approach to interacting
with this woman, which was based on parental status
and gender, seemed to resonate with her.
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Implicit in the quest for mothers of young
children is the idea that the mothers should be of a
certain socioeconomic background. Making sense of
most of the information necessitates a certain level of
education. Phrases like “endocrine and hormonal disruption” are used with the expectation that the audience does not need further explanation. There is also a
presumption that the audience has the money to make
the suggested environmental changes, such as replacing plastic containers with glass, eating organic foods,
and ensuring that children do not play in grass that
has been sprayed with pesticides. It hardly seems reasonable that a mother who accepts food stamps, works
a low wage job, and lives in subsidized housing could
afford to affect her children’s environment in these
three ways, let alone in response to the host of other
recommendations. Given that the organization must
also ensure its survival through donations, its pursuit
of mothers from more affluent backgrounds makes
sense. Though the leaders of the organization may
want to protect vulnerable populations and promote
environmental justice, aggressively pursuing those
goals is unlikely to be financially feasible.
In attempting to define people who have been
consistently active in championing a variety of causes
associated with the wider environmental movement,
I use the term “self-identified environmentalists.”
It would be incorrect to say that the organization’s
marketing efforts target “environmentalists,” broadly
defined as anyone who is concerned about the environment. Instead, the messaging is meant to resonate
with those who have taken on “environmentalist”
as a part of their identity. Though I was not able to
ask every person targeted by the organization under
this umbrella whether they self-identify as an environmentalist, every person I spoke to who had been
consistently involved with environmental causes for
a number of years claimed the title of “environmentalist.” They used phrases like, “Well, I’m an environmentalist, so…” or “As an environmentalist…” in describing themselves and their work. Because this trend
was so strong among people with whom I spoke, I felt
comfortable using the term “self-identified environmentalists” to describe the type of person the organization seeks to reach when framing their messages.
Those who are self-identified environmentalists
offer time and money to the organization with rela-
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tively little convincing about the importance of issues.
In order to make their front stage official messages resonate with this demographic, employees try to appeal
to the values that environmentalists hold dear. Because
the environmental movement has been established for
several decades, this often means evoking phrases or
arguments that may not make much sense to outsiders. Many of the self-identified environmentalists with
whom I spoke give their time and money to several
organizations whose goals they see as a benefit to the
larger movement. This group is much more interested
in the well being of the movement as a whole than any
other group to which the organization directs its efforts. Therefore, it is important for endeavors to be
framed in the context of the larger movement when
targeting self-identified environmentalists.
In order to make their organization’s work
personal to the self-identified environmentalists,
employees attempted to convey a sense of ingroup
status. To do so, they used language with which environmentalists would be familiar. For example, they
would start a sentence with a phrase like, “If we’re
ever going to have clean water…” with the knowledge
that another environmentalist would not consider the
current water quality to be satisfactory. They often
also expressed the imperative to “speak for the environment,” which has no voice. Several times, I heard
such sentiments shared between environmentalists
but never when talking to any other groups. They also
freely referenced past environmental issues when discussing current projects with the assumption that no
contextualization was necessary. For example, when a
woman discussed with Dave how people tend not to
believe facts that are inconvenient for them, she matter-of-factly stated, “like with DDT.” He immediately
agreed, the two shook their heads in dismay, and then
went on with the conversation. By communicating in
these ways, employees at the organization are able to
engage a demographic of people with a proven record
of active involvement in causes like theirs.
Once on board, the self-identified environmentalists tend to engage with the organization in a
unique way. In general, they were much more open
to attending rallies, joining in canvassing efforts, distributing marketing materials, and volunteering in
positions that made them a voice or face of the organization than were other groups. One could imagine
that their activist experience would make them more
confident in such a role, though my data does not of-

fer an explanation for this difference. Regardless of the
reason, the contrast between actions of self-identified
environmentalists and all other groups is significant.
For example, where many types of people may shy
away from rallies, this group thrives on them. People
from other backgrounds seemed less convinced about
the effectiveness of rallies while the environmentalists
saw them as important ways to energize activists, foster community within the movement, and have their
message heard by lawmakers.
Faith Groups
When leaders in the organization decided to
reach out to faith groups, I witnessed them pursuing a
new demographic from the early developmental stages through implementation. This presented a unique
opportunity for me to see the backstage strategizing
process of framing from its infancy. The idea to market the anti-fracking campaign to faith groups came
about when an acquaintance from a neighborhood
anti-fracking organization approached Dave at a rally.
She asked him to film a few interviews with faith leaders about their reasons for opposing fracking.
His first objective for interview preparation
was to get information about faith groups involved in
environmentalist efforts. To do so, he had me do an
online search of such groups with the express purpose
of pulling quotes from their websites that were representative of the ways they communicated the importance of the issue. He explained, “I want to be sure to
use the right language when I talk to them.” After my
data gathering, he, Debbi, and I met to discuss what
I had found. Both of them were keen to understand
how the faith groups themselves frame environmentalist issues, so that they could understand what made
it personal to them. Dave and Debbi used this insight
when generating questions for the interviews, which
would be their first front stage testing ground with
faith groups.
After conducting the interviews, it was deemed
that marketing to faith groups offered a promising
chance to reach a new demographic of people with the
anti-fracking message. Debbi and Dave felt that they
had a firmer grasp on the types of issues that were important to faith groups and seemed confident in their
ability to convey their message through this frame.
For the next few weeks, Kelly, the administrative assistant, worked to compile a list of hundreds of local
faith leaders representing a broad range of religions:
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varied denominations of Christians, Jews, Muslims,
Buddhists, and Hindus. While she worked on that
task, Debbi, Dave, and Helen made an effort to connect with a number of religiously affiliated volunteers
to do more backstage strategizing and to get a sense
of what was important to them. The organization
planned to start their outreach by mailing a request
to faith leaders to post an anti-fracking letter in their
church bulletins or local newspapers, which would be
their first foray into front stage official messages for
this audience. Enclosed with the request would be a
sample form letter that discussed the moral imperative to care for God’s creation, to ensure quality living
conditions for future generations, and to protect vulnerable populations from environmental injustice. All
of these were arguments they had isolated during their
backstage strategizing and front stage testing grounds:
research, interviews, and subsequent discussions with
religiously affiliated volunteers.
Debbi and Kelly seemed especially excited
about the opportunity to recruit new supporters from
within the religious community. They believed their
success or failure would depend on their ability to recruit faith leaders and to effectively convey, or frame,
the anti-fracking message in a way that felt personal to
those who heard it. At this point, it remains too early
to know the results of their efforts.
Pet Owners
Pet owners may be the most unlikely group
that is actively pursued by the organization, as they
are not a group traditionally sought by environmental organizations. Debbi conceived the idea while trying to figure out how to reach more people with their
message about ill health effects associated with lawn
pesticides, and immediately began the backstage strategizing process. Upon realizing that many of the same
health risks that pertained to humans were also threats
to pets, she pursued the idea. Further research led her
to a local veterinarian who agreed to review scientific
articles about health effects of pesticides. After doing
so, he concurred with Debbi that many common cancers in dogs could be caused—or at least exacerbated—by repeated exposure to lawn pesticides. Because
dogs will likely encounter lawn pesticides while on a
walk even if their owner does not use them, the issue becomes personal to every caring pet owner. The
organization plans to target pet owners with a similar
frame for their anti-fracking messages once research
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is released about radioactive chemicals making their
way from wastewater to land.
The caretaker role of pet owners means that effective frames are often remarkably similar to those used
for mothers. As Debbi explained, “These dogs aren’t
just walking through the lawn barefoot on a summer
afternoon, they’re out there every day of the year with
their mouths and noses right in it. They are at as high
a risk as a baby whose hands are always in his mouth
[while he plays outside].” Throughout the marketing
materials carrying front stage official messages, facts
from scientific studies are intertwined with appeals to
the need for pets to be protected. In the same way that
children need to be safeguarded by their parents, pets
need their owners to ensure their health and safety.
Adding legitimacy to the campaign is the fact
that veterinary offices are the main space for marketing to pet owners. Approximately ten locations allow
informational pamphlets to be distributed within
their offices. Though there is no way to be sure how effective these campaigns are at changing the prevalence
of lawn pesticides, veterinarians (unofficially carrying
out front stage testing on behalf of the organization)
report that people take the pamphlets and ask unprompted questions about the information they contain. After learning about the threat, most pet owners
seem concerned with the potential risks of pesticides
where they had not previously recognized them as
dangerous. The environmental group recognizes this
as the first step toward compelling pet owners to share
the information with their friends.
VII. CONCLUSION
The Future of the Anti-Fracking Movement
Though it has not been widely circulated, people with whom I spoke foresee another evolution in
the anti-fracking debate as more is understood about
what happens to the massive amounts of wastewater
left over from the process. Recent testing on wastewater in Pennsylvania found high levels of radium,
a radioactive substance. Those at the environmental
organization where I conducted my research worry
that legal loopholes could allow this wastewater to be
repurposed and used as water to spray public roads
or salt to deice them. Whether or not this is a legitimate possibility remains to be seen, but it serves as
an example of how those involved in the anti-fracking
debate continue to constantly seek information about
unexplored dangers. In doing so, they hope to both
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protect the environment and to uncover framing opportunities that could make the anti-fracking cause
salient to a wider audience.
Active frame creation has been and continues to
be central to the anti-fracking movement’s expansion.
Though conditions preceding the genesis of the movement sparked conversation on the topic, organizations
were necessary to shape discourse in a way that galvanized people and then funneled their efforts into
purposeful action. The organizations studied in this
paper have a clear process for generating the frames
they deploy in their campaigns, and the public dialogue constantly evolves in large part because of their
work. Only time will tell whether this will be enough
for them to reach their overarching goal of banning
fracking nationally.
Further Implications
Additional research should be conducted to determine whether and how the process of frame creation employed by anti-fracking organizations might
be at work within other grassroots movements. Doing
so would increase the knowledge about how targeted
audiences actually play a role in shaping the messages
they will receive, thus ensuring their resonance and
relevance. If it is found that purposeful consideration
of the intended audience in the frame creation process
improves the effectiveness of resultant frames, organizations may want to implement a more interactive
model. The frame creation process outlined in this
paper could serve as a template for grassroots groups
who want to involve their audience in generating
compelling messages.
VIII. Methodological Appendix
Gaining Entry
My goal was to find an environmental organization within the greater New York City area that was
involved in some way with the movement against
fracking. I pursued several avenues before eventually
achieving entry to my site. I first tried to find someone
within my social network who might be able to help.
In doing so, I found that a friend of a friend worked
for one of the largest environmental groups in New
York City. However, upon meeting in mid-August, it
became clear that his foremost priority was in protecting proprietary information about the organization,
and as an outsider, I would not be welcome there.
My next approach was to send blind emails to

anti-fracking organizations I found online. The emails
succinctly requested that someone contact me, a student interested in learning more about fracking. Following the advice of a friend who works at a nonprofit,
I contacted the volunteer coordinators at each group,
as they are accustomed to receiving and responding
to inquiries from those outside their organization.
The emails resulted in several responses, one of which
brought me to the place where I ultimately conducted
my site visits.
Introduction to the site
The site is located on the bottom floor of a brick
building on the main street of a suburban area within an hour of Manhattan. After entering through the
main door, visitors walk up four flights of stairs and
then pass through a doorway that brings them to the
main office area. To the left is a receptionist desk large
enough to comfortably supply three to four computer
workstations. Approximately ten feet behind the reception desk sit two standard office desks that face
each other but are separated by a four-foot divider,
so that those seated in each desk can see each other
when standing. Kelly, the administrative assistant, and
Sarah, the policy administrator, use these two desks.
To the left of the reception area is a door that
leads to Debbi’s office, which she generally left open.
Only twice during my visits did I see her door closed,
and even then, it was for no more than half an hour.
Inside her office was a large corner desk and bookshelf
set where she worked, which faced another desk that
was often used by people with whom she met or collaborated. Most meetings with employees and/or volunteers, phone calls, and spontaneous conversations
involving Debbi happened here.
Walking to the far end of the reception desk
from the main entrance would bring one to an open
kitchen and break area that is easily visible from and
within earshot of the reception area. An oblong table
that can comfortably seat eight people is located at
the center of the break area, with a kitchen sink, dish
drying rack, countertop, stove, oven, and refrigerator
along the far wall. It was common for different combinations of employees to congregate here during lunch
from about 12:30 p.m. to 1:30 p.m. At least three of my
initial introductions to the recording studio employees happened after meeting them in this break area.
Despite the availability of workspace in the reception area, it was quite common to walk into the
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building and find no one in the immediate area. On
several occasions during my visits, people would come
into the building looking lost and uncomfortable as
they attempted to locate an employee to announce
their presence for a meeting. Twice when Debbi happened to be in her office and notice such a visitor, she
welcomed them by yelling from her desk, an act representative of her informal approach to interacting with
others.
Recording Studio Effect
The ability to create free media messaging
makes directed audience-targeting possible for the organization. Where other organizations have to pay for
every new radio spot, podcast, or video, this one does
not. Professional quality media is regularly produced
for free in the on-site recording studio with virtually
no turnaround time. In one instance, I saw an idea go
from a point of discussion to a precise concept to a
finished product in the matter of an afternoon. Such
capabilities make this organization an outlier in some
senses. They are likely able to be more liberal with the
number of approaches they try in their media messaging than other organizations would be, as there is no
sunk cost associated with anything until it moves to
print. Even then, part of their mission as an environmental organization is to minimize waste, so they will
only print thousands of pamphlets for very specific,
thoroughly tested purposes.
It is worth noting that while at the holiday fundraising party, several people told me that one of the
main reasons they give to the organization is that
Debbi and Dave are exceptionally good at expediently
bringing ideas to fruition. Those who mentioned this
attributed much of the organization’s success to this
skill. Though this speaks to their managerial and administrative skill, having a free, professional quality,
in-house recording studio certainly makes this process easier than it would be for organizations that do
not have access to such a facility.
It is possible that this organization pursues an
above average number of projects carrying front stage
official messages due to their access to a free recording
studio. Even if this is true, it does not alter the structure of the frame creation process as outlined within
the paper. If anything, the frequency with which the
organization brings frames to an official front stage
position may have allowed me to view the process
enough times to recognize it during my relatively
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short research timeframe. Evidence for a similar process was presented during interviews with employees
of different organizations, substantiating the claim
that what I witnessed is generalizable to other organizations within the anti-fracking movement.
On Site Research Limitations
My initial intention for my research was to visit
an organization working exclusively on fracking issues, a plan I had to drop after difficulty gaining access
to such a site. Though this organization does spend the
majority of their time working on their anti-fracking
campaign, they also focus energy on projects related
to other causes. As a result, my research could not focus solely on fracking as I had intended, but instead
followed the interests of those within the organization
while I was on site. The objectives of the organization
forced me to shift the scope of my research interests so
that they would align with the reality of the site.
I attempted to focus my research on the entirety of the organization and each of its employees,
but this was not possible in practice. Three of the employees were often in and out of the office, making it
difficult for me to connect with them during my short
visits, and another employee rarely talked to others in
the building and worked almost exclusively in his office. This meant that the majority of my interactions
were with five employees: Sarah, the policy administrator; Kelly, the administrative assistant; Helen, the
field coordinator; Debbi, the director; and her husband, Dave, who owns the recording studio that operates in the same building. Despite being proactive
about talking to other employees, most of the data
about framing involves Debbi or Dave in some way. If
I had more time at the site, I would have aggressively
pursued ways to engage with other employees on issues pertinent to the project.
The most significant ethical issue I faced as a researcher came unexpectedly in October, when Dave
asked me to assist with audio editing for podcasts and
offered to pay me for my services. The prospect of
working on the project was intriguing because in distilling information for podcasts, I would likely receive
a backstage view of the process by which the group
decides what to present to the audience they want to
reach. However, as an audio editor, I would be expected to make decisions about what content to include,
which would give me more influence in the decision
making process than I felt comfortable having. At the
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time, I worried that this could compromise my role as
a researcher in a few ways. My goal was to understand
more about the organization, and I did not want to
be in a position where I could steer the process in a
direction it would not have normally gone or to open
the door for conflicts-of-interest between my role as
researcher and hired worker. I also worried that outright declining the request to help in an area where
everyone knew I had expertise could damage my relationships with those on the site.
Ultimately, I decided to work on the project with
a few caveats. The first was that I would help with the
technical aspects of audio editing, but I would not
make any decisions about content. Instead, I offered
to go through the existing audio with someone from
the environmental organization and would edit according to his or her wishes. By using this approach,
I hoped to create space for dialogue about why certain clips were chosen, thus giving me insight into the
backstage formulation of front stage presentations.
Additionally, I refused to accept any funds from the
organization and in doing so reiterated that my primary function in visiting their organization was as a
researcher. Because the approach I proposed for editing the podcasts would make the process considerably
slower than it would have been had I made content
decisions, it made sense that they should not to pay
me at a standard rate.
The directors of the environmental group received my proposal in good spirits and eagerly moved
forward with the editing project. Looking back, I believe this was the best possible outcome. Working as
an audio editor gave me insight into the logic behind
front stage presentations of the organization that I do
not believe I would have otherwise had, especially in
my limited time there.
Interview Participants
My search for a place to conduct field research
brought me into contact with people at anti-fracking
organizations beginning in August 2012. Though
these people were not able to help me find a site for
fieldwork, they expressed a willingness to be interviewed for my project at a later date. During the fall, I
attended three additional anti-fracking events where I
made potential interview contacts. Once my site visits concluded, I emailed each person I had met over
the past few months to schedule an interview. Seven
of these people obliged. One additional interview was

conducted with someone referred to by an interviewee.
Interview Schedule
The following interview schedule was used as a
guide for topics to discuss with participants as time
permitted. Interviews ranged from one to two hours
and were conducted in a place of the interviewee’s
choosing.
Tell me about fracking.
• (The goal here and in other questions is to get them
to frame for me.)
What are the biggest dangers of fracking?
How did you find out about fracking?
Who do you work with on this issue?
How do you mobilize people for this cause?
• Do you target different types of people?
Have you worked on other issues?
• How do you envision your role within the organization/fracking movement/environmental movement/
something else I haven’t yet considered?
How did you become involved in this organization?
What do you think makes this organization successful at engaging the people it seeks to reach?
• Could be volunteers, policymakers, general public, etc.
Who does your organization try to reach?
• Why does the organization try to reach these people?
• What types of people usually volunteer/donate money/attend events/write letters/etc.?
Why does the organization choose to devote attention to
fracking?
• How is fracking similar/different when compared to
other environmental issues?
In your experience, what arguments against fracking seem most
compelling to people you meet? Why do you think this is?
• Ask whether other groups of people find that argument compelling
Are there any strategies the organization uses to make the message about fracking resonate with different types of people?
• Can you give some examples?
• Why do you think these messages are effective with
these people?
Tell me about a time when you explained the dangers of
fracking to someone who hadn’t heard about them.
• Why did you decide to explain it that way?
• Was there anything in their response that caught you
off guard? If so, why did it surprise you?
Have you ever been surprised that a certain argument against
fracking did(n’t) resonate with someone?
• Why was this surprising to you?
Do you think there are any underexplored opportunities that
could shape people’s perception of fracking?
• Why do you think this could be more effective than
the current strategy?
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• What do you think prevents this from happening?
Are there any groups of people your organization has reached
out to but did not have success in engaging?
• Why was this group targeted by your organization?
Why were they attractive/important to your organization?
• What do you think accounted for the lack of responsiveness from this group?
• Is there anything you think the organization could
have done differently to engage them?
What do you think is the greatest roadblock to shaping the
public’s ideas about fracking?
• Why do you think this is?
• Have you seen examples of this in play? Tell me about
an example.
• What do you think could be done to get around this?
Have you seen anyone pursue an idea like that?
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